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ABSTRACT

Exposure reduction factors were measured inside six couprtmented
steel structures having different vall thicknesses ranging from 1/4 to
1-1/2 in. These were exposed to radiation from fallout of varying age
from three to nine days. Calculations based upon the Nelms-Cooper
gm•a-ray spectrum at H + 1.12 hours vere made for selected compar;ments
in each of the structures following procedures given in the Office of
Civil Defense Professional Manual, PM-lO0-1. Comparison of experiment
and calculation reveals a sensitivity to spectral changes and shows that
protection is greater during the periods D + 3 to D + 9 dare than at
H + 1.12 hours. Overall agreement is generally satisfactory. The
calculational methods for radiation through floors, howeverj, appear to
be inadequate.

Spectra measured on site at D + 3 and D + 9 days are given.
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Six cube-shaped steel structures of different wall thicknesses
were exposed to fallout radiction at the Nevada Test Site at various
times from D + 3 to D + 9 days. Each structure contained 27 compart-
ments in which ionization chambers were placed. The exterior and
interior walls of each structure were of the same thickness. The free-
field exposure rate at 3-ft height was measured continuously so that
protection provided by the structures could be estimated general3y
within an accuracy of 5 percent. Corrections for ground roughness were
made.

Experimentally determined, time-integrated reduction factors were
compared with calculated values using the OCD Professional Manual,
PM-100-1. The calculated reduction factors were always smaller by
amounts ranging from 14 to 100 percent, a not surprising result since
the calculational methods were based upon the more energetic game rays
emitted by 1.12-hour fission products. The thicker-walled structures
showed greater differences between calculated and experimental reduction
factors. Most, but probably not all, of the differences may be ascribed
to changes in the gaima-ray spectrum. Spectra were measured on site at
D + 3 and D + 9 days. These vhen compared with the H + 1.12 hour spectrum
could be correlated with the experimental reduction factors but not
conclusively.

Contributions through various walls are shown graphically and
indicate that most of the refinements of the OCD PM-100-1 methods were
not tested sensitively. Because of the exponential character of
attenuation, radiation through the thinner pathways of the structures
tended to mask other shielding effects. Since the bottom surfaces of
the structures, which were placed 4 ft above the ground, were shielded
with 2 in. of lead, differences were detected betwen exposures on the
bottom story and the middle story. These differences when compared
with calculations suggest that the present method for treating radiation
through floors underestimates the radiation that reaches a detector
after passing through the walls of the story below.
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SUMTMY OF RPORT

E7PERD T.AL AND CALC•UATED ESTIMATES OF Tl Si1IELDING
EFFECT1VENES" OF C0o'q3AP.T$MEUED STRIUCJRES lXPOSID TO FALLOUT

USNRDL-1Th-1045, dated 19 July 1966

by B. W. Shumway

Time-integrated expozures were measured within compartmented
structures in a fallout field at the Nevada Test Site at various times
from D+3 to D+9 days. The •easurements provide experimental reduction
factors which can be compared withl shielding calcitlations.

In order to insure the usefulness of the measurements the external
radiation field was studied in detail. T-he free-field exposure rate
3 flt above the earthts surface was measured continuously. The "amma-
ray spectrum was measured both azimuthally and at various angles of
elevation througah 180 degrees. The effective roughness of the surface
in attenuating radiation was evaluated by two methods, and the con-
tamination density of a square area 600 ft on a side was sampled both
8s photon irradiation and 4 r exposure rate at 3 ft.

In all, six cubic steel structures 30 in. on a side were used.
Each contained 27 compartments instrumented with ionization chambers.
The walls both internal end exterior were of uniform thickness for a
given structure. Wall thicknesses of the six structures were i/4"1
3/8", 12", 3/14", 1", and 1 12".

Calculations of reduction factors were made for selected com-
partments within each structure using the methods and graphs given in
PM-1OO-I. A ground-roughness correction with r = 24 ft of air was
applied. The calculated reduction factors were then compared with
those obtained experimentally and were found to be always smaller by
amounts ranging from 14 to 100 percent, a not surprising result since
the calculational methods were based upon the more energetic gamma rays
emitted by 1.12-hour fission products. The thicker-walled structures
showed greater differences between calculated and experimental re-
duction factors. Most, but probably not all, of the differences may
be ascribed to changes in the gamma-ray spectrum. Spectra were
measured on site at D+3 and D+9 days. These when compared with the
H + 1.12 hour spectrum could be correlated with the experimental
reduction factors but not conclusively.

Contributions through various walls are shown graphically and
indicate that most of the refinements of the OCD PM-lOO-I methods were
not tested sensitively. Because of the exponential character of
attenuation, radiation through the thinner pathways of the structures
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tended to mask other shielding effects. Since the bottom surfaces of
the structures, which were placed 4 ft above the ground, were shielded
with 2 in. of lead, differences were detected between exposures on the
bottom story and the middle story. T1hese diffeirences when compared
with calculations sug4gest that the present tztod for trcatiu6g rodl-
etion through floors underestimates the radiation that reaches a
detector after p8ss$i.f through the walls of the story below.

The accuracy of the expý-•imental results is estimated to be
percent. Though spectral differences preclude a satisfactory test of
the W-lOO-1 methods, these data are relatively unique in that the
fallout field was not only real but was also carefully documented.
They should prove useful for testing other calculational methods, or
for testing 014-1.00-1. methods provided curves are generated which
represent the actual spectra encountered in the field.
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INTRODUCTION

During the sumer of 1962 a series of compartmented structures
was exposed to fallout radiation at the Nevada Test Site. Exposure
measurements were made within the various compartments and also at a
height of 3 ft in a free-field region near the structures. From these
measurements time-integrated reduction factors were calculated as
indicators of the structurest shielding effectiveness.A These factors
were functions of the wall thickness, the position within the structure,
and the exposure period.

At the samne time supplementary information was obtained regarding
the uniformity of the fallcut field, the effect of ground roughness
upon the exposure as a function of height above the ground, the gamma-
ray spectra at various angles, and the change in exposure rate produced
by the radioactive decay.

The present report compares the experimental field-test reduction
factors with those calculated by use of procedures prevented in the
Office of Civil Defense Professional Manual, P1-100-1.2

TE RADIATIC FIELD

Shot Amal Boy was the detonation of a low-yield device slightly
above the ground surface. Subsequent to the detonation the compartments
were placed in the fallout field 9800 ft from Ground Zero and 1300 ft
from the most intense radioactive contour (the hot line). Over a square
area measuring 600 ft on a side the radiation was sampled at 7 x 7 - 49
stations apaced 100 ft apart. The structures were located approximately
at the center of this area.

Preceding Page Blank /
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Oa ition densities (as indicated by photon number flux,
photons tw2 sec-1) were asured vith a coll1mated u(TI) crystal
spectroeter. Along the boundary peaallel to and near the hot line the
ar contamination density was 30 percent higher than the average
along the opposite boundary 600 ft a&y. The ave&r density along the
array edge farthest from Ground Zero was about 5-1/2 percent higher than
along the edge nearer Gr*und Zero. Me above measurenmnts sampled a
giometrical area of 30 sq ft, but the effective area van about 10 sq ft
at each station (when weighted by collimator angular response). Measure-
ments with an uncolliaated detector would ample 7nuch larger areas and
consequently might be expected -o show less .aristion. Similar measure-
ments to those mentioned above but vith a Victoreen Model 440 survey
meter* indicated an averee difference of 16 percent in the direction
transvesea to the hot line and 1 percent along the direction through
Ground Zero. A typical exposure rate on the sixth day after detonation
wast 80 in1R/r.

GmM-ray energy and angular distributions (photons cm" 2 eV-I
steradian-l) were measured at the beginning of and near the end of the
experiments, i.e., on the third and ninth days after the detonation.
over this period the mean energy of the direct radiation as calculated
from the fission-produt spectrum was expected to be nearly constant,
0.49 to 0.52 MaV, with the value of 0.52 HeY occurring on the ninth day. 3

2he mean energy of the D + 9 dWs spectrum calculated from experimental
date was 0.58 MeV. 1  Even though the experimental spectrm included sne
scattered radiation generally having energies less than 0.2 MeV, the mean
energy was yet significantly higher than thbAt given in reference 3.

A comparison of the relative intensities of th2 source radiation at
1.12 hours, 3 days, and 9 days is shown in Fig. 1. The 1.12-hour
relative intensities were calculated from the Nelms-Cooper gms-ray
spectrum thus

- R S(E) aftE S(E) M

where ""J") is the point isotropic source spectrum in photons MeV"1

* Victoreen Instrument Co., 5806 Hough Ave., Cleveland, cbio 44103.
SE is used in this report in three ways. Here it represents energy.

Later it designates a detector location, and finally in Appendix B
it represents the eccentricity factor of the PM-100-1 methods.

2



Since the 3- and 9-day measurements were made at a height of 4 ft
above an actual fallout field and accepted photons within a range of
angles, the source components as given by the angular flux meaauremnts
are not precisely equivalent to 8(Z). 2he relative intensities are
given by

where 0 is measured from the downward normal to the surface. Variation
of IR with 0 will result from selective filtering of the enerfy components
of the spectrum by the atmosphere and ground roughness. Modification of
the spectrum at a - 0 degrees (9-day spectrum) is considered negligible.
Examination of the same spectrum at 70 degrees showed that definite
modification had taken place but that it was small. We conclude that the
3-day spectrum favors higher energy photons slightly, but nevertheless is
a good approximation to the source radiation. Reference 4 gives addi-
tional spectra at various azimuthal end elevation angles.

W COAR11EflTD STRUCTUM

Six steel structures, each containig 27 compartments in a cubic
3 x 3 x 3 arrangement, were exposed. Mch of the structures had a
different vall thickness. For a given structure both interior and
exterior walls had the saee nominal thicness throughout. 2he six
thicksses wee 1/4, 3/8, 1/2, 314, 1, and 1-1/2 in. We outside
measurements of the structures were approximately 30 in. on each side.
Pedestals, i1 in. high, supported the compartments. The t*p of each
pedestal had a 2 in. thickness of lead which served to shield the
structure from radiation coming from directly below. By placing the
structures on pedestals, ve reduced the effects of minor terrain
variations upon the angular distribution of the incident radiation.

The influence of surface roughness upon the radiation field was
evaluated by two methods. ' From dose-vs.-height measurements the
roughness vas estimated to be equivalent to an overlyer of 22 ft of air,,
but from aqgUar spectra data it was estimated to be equivalent to 24 ft.
In the calculation of protection factors the roughness van sasnod to be
represented by 24 ft of air.

3



Expoasue mesurem"ns were made with Baldwin-Fazuer Tne SD-12
ionization chaabers* placed at the center of each compartment. Oese
have a nominal sensitivity of 580 volts per roentgen and are normally
charged to 300 volts or loss. In order to extend the range of the
chmbers to 2 4 we applied 1135 volts by means of the special charging-
reading circuit shown in 7ig. 2. After the radiation-induced change in
charge was shared with a 57 Pf- capacitor, the resulting voltuae was
read with a Cary Mdel 31 vibrating reed electrometer.* Ttal discharge
of the chmber gve & reading of 26.5 volts. The electrometer contains
a shorting switch which Mn closed applies the full obarging voltage to
the ionization chamber.

Additional doxmaetry with photographic flm was executed by placing
film packages on both surfaces of each wall, floor, and ceiling. %en
calibrated with 6omma ra ys to give equivalent roentgens, the films

gave readings that were about 60 percent of those obtained with
ionization chambers. *Iben later extensive calibrations of the film
package were made we found strong energy and angular dependence which
places doubt upon the film results. The chamber data are considered
valid and have been used for the reduction factors in this report.

In order to obtain reduction factors as measures of the shielding
effectiveness of the structures, recordings of free field exposure rate
were made 3 ft above the ground. 7he instrument used for this purpose
was an ionization chamber with a recycling electronic circuit vhich
recorded a pulse for each 0.243 mH exposure increment along with equally
spaced timing pulses. Thqs instrument (GIr7) has been used extensively
for nuclear-weapn tests. PFrom the continuous recordings, integrated
free exposure rates were rxmmed over the appropriate exposure times for
the compartmented structures.

1he sums, designated as 1 were corrected for ground roughnesW
(equivalent to 24 ft of air) by using Fig. 2Ba of ulS Monograph 42,7
ihich gives the ratio of exposure rate at various heights to the exposure
rate at 3 ft above a smooth plane of infinite extent contaminated with
l.12-hr fission products. Specifically, the correction was

L(3' + 24') - 0.61.

* &UiLi Instment Co., t4., ADmrtford, Kent, U.K.
eeApplied Physics Corp., 272V4 S. Peck Pd., 3onrovia, Calif. 91016.

i i i ii l I I I I I I I I I 4



By dividin the experimental exposures D( by this factor, we obtain the
exposure .o expected over a smooth plane with the same contamination
density as was present during the experiments.

Though changes in the gaima-ray spectrum with time may modify the
value of Lt we assume here that it remains constant. In reference 7,
Fi -. 28.2a, B-Il, anud D-12 give values of L for 1.12-hr fi'sion products,

, and Cs137 respectively. For a height of 27 ft these curves indicate
that the ratio L varies only about 2 percent. If lover energies were
abundantly present, a greater variation in L might be expected; but
nevertheless should be small.

Tbble 1 gives the time-integrated free-field exposures for each
structure. Both the measured and roughness-corrected values are given.

Values of Do were divided into the exposures measured within the
compartments tc give reduction factors, i.e..

t 2  t2

R M j D(X.,p,4dt)dt/ J D 0 (30..t)
tI tI

=I 1 t 1l

- D(X.,p.,djpti tf)/ D'3'1 -t~

Here X - effective mass thickness, lbs/ft2 concrete
p = position of detector within the structure
d - effective height of detector above contaminated surface h + r
t - time after detonation

Before discussing the compartment designations some thoueht should
be given to R. One vould expect that for this ratio to be valid the
detectors should be free from energy dependence, since in general the
radiation inside the compartment will be harder than in the free field.

5
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t I

7Em-Z•,- I-I~e.•

Ot •immme a %o-i • -•- .. ..
Nas1na1 ZXpoure 2w'±od RKPpOsur at 3-ft Height
WWU Scknessh N + hours (romt'Npas)

Of atrumctr frm. tobI (in.) ti

1/4 95.5 119.2 4.48 7.34

3/8 74.5 91.9 4.43 7.26

1/2 M-2.7 165.6 5.86 9.62

3/. 74&.5 119.2 9.71 15.9

1 161.5 261.9 8.76 11.4
1-1/2 74.5 165.6 16.14 26.5

t2
•.D; is DOI, + Od•t if 301 + t, %- t2)

b. W GL D'-t 2

WIfer: L - ID(3' + , 1.12 br)/D(3', 1.12 hi) - o.61 is give
in referece 7., Fig. 28.2a

IT- ground. xol~gbns equivalent thickness., 241 ft of
air



We are, however, concerned primarily with protecting people, consequently
the free-field measurements should include only the radiation compoannt
which are significantly hazardous. If the exposure at the center of the
human body is considered the critical factor, then we should establish a
low-energy cutoff for Pe detector so that the free-field dose would
became smaller. Alpen has uested that for acute mortality photon
radiation becomes less effective below 80 keV. At 30 keY two times as
==h exposure is required, and at 15 keV about 100 tines a mah, to
produce equal effect. The spectra given in reference 4 indicate that the
free-field exposure from radiation below 100 keV energy relative to the
total exposure is small; consequently the low-energy response of the
free-field detector was not critical. 'he GT,14 which was used for our
measurements, had an abrupt low-energy cutoff just below 70 keV.

Compartment designations are illustrated in Fig. 3, and the measured
reduction factors for the compartments are given in Table 2. Since the
fallout field was reasonably uniform, reduction factors for compartments
in symmetrical positions were grouped and averaged. 7he data of Table 2
show that the grouping is Justified on the basis that the ionization
chamber measurements were remarkably reproducible, despite the extended
periods of exposure under adverse conditions. The errors shown are
standard deviations of individual measurements and include variation
resulting from nonunmiformity of the fallout field as well as instrument
reproducibility. Since there were four values averaged for these
compartments, the standard errors of the mns will be one-half the
indicated errors. 'The standard deviations do not include systematic
errors such as the effects of atmospheric temp•rature and pressure
variations during the exposure periods. On the basis of both calculations
and additional experiments the systematic errors are believed to be less
than 5 percent.1

Those data which do not show error estimates represent single
readings, but their accuracy should be comparable to that of the other
readings.

STME!TURE ANALYSIS

Though various calculational procedures might be used to compare
with the experimental reduction factors, two sorts of methods are of
particular interest, the barrier-geometry factor methods (M-lO0-1) of

?I
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KIPOSIK IFXU==0 ?AM"M D/D0

r~~O~~ WIL %b~l hCkness (i.

143/8 1/2 3/4 1 1-21/2

A 253t.003 .2O4*.003 .160*.003 nJotxo06 o093t.o&i o44~5:t.M

Story D .2W-*003 .168*.003 *123**00* .078*0om .o6?*.oo6 x027±.00

0 189 .122 .081. x36 .0074

12d 250*.00.9 .198*.003 .357t.003 .108±.002 .092*.001. o018*.OO6

ry 216*.003 -162±-003 .124:t.003 .076t.001 .062±t.003 .0272*.0009

I. 18. 3 1, .80384 '09 .0081

G 220*.012 .177*.006 .139*.003 -099±.003 -086±.009 .-o44*.oo2

irlst R 181±.003 .143t.oIA -103±-00e .068;t.004. .65t.006 o272±.oo15

story I h 10.02
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Eisenhauer and Spencer, and Monte Carlo methods. For the first, the
source spectrum 8(R) photons MeV-1 cm- 2 is needed. For the second, the
energy and angular distribution of the radiation incident on the
structure N(E, q, r) photons N.V-1 steralan-l cm 2 is of more direct
use, though the source spectrum S(E) could be used as a starting point.

The Eisenhauer-Spencer methods as presented in references 2, 7, and
9 were used for the comparisons in this report because of their wide
availability and acceptance. They do not readily permit use of the
energy and angular distributions incident on the structure but assne
a plane isotropic source of the l.!2-hr fission products mentioned
above. Extension of their calculations to include 3- and 9-dAq source
spectra would be possible but have not been carried oit.

Since the barrier-geometry factor methods are given in considerable
detail in the above references, particularly reference 2, no detailed
discussion- o .3- be given here. Appendix A s iumrizes the procedures
which are applicable to our structures, and Appendix B presents sample
calculations for a few wall elements.

The PM-1O0-1 methods treat barTier attenuation separately from
geometry attenuation. 1his treatment is refined by three considerations:
ý1) wall-scattered radiation is separated from non-wall-scattered,
2 radiation reaching the detector fram directions above the horizon is

separated from that frcm directions below, and (3) eccentricity factors
are introduced to account for effect. of structure shape upon the
probability that wall-scattered radiation will reach the detector.

Inside partitions are treated as barriers at a height of 3 ft. No
geometry factors are used either in terms of slant thickness or geometry
attenuation. This assumes that the angular distribution of the radiation
from the exterior barrier is unchanged by the inside partitions. The
analysis used here followed this procedure. 2he lateral extent of
inside partitions was acknowledged by use of azimuthal sectors as given
in Chapter V of reference 2. The exterior walls were considered to be
at their physical height plus 24 ft3 the equivalent air layer repre-
senting ground roughness.

Eccentricity factors in some cases are ambiguous. iherever a
choice existed, we always took the square configuration rather than a
rectangular one.

Instead of treating the structure as a unit our calculations were
made for individual external wall elements in order to find uhich
portions of the structures were more transparent to the radiation. The
well elements were generally defined by changs in the barrier thickness,

9
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i.e., added thickness introduced by floors, ceilings, and partitions.
* nh arterlr vaII of the story •n•hich the detector was located vas
separated into tw eleentsu, the portion above Vie detector ploe and
the portion belo. Whenever several wall areas we" identical in their
attenuating properties (this infers that they are symetrical portions
of the structure) they were added axmuthally and considered as a single
type at Val element. Finally exposure contributions tbrough the vall
el•m•ts implicitly asmsa that all other portions of the structure are
totally opaque. When contributions through all wall elements are

m~d, wv obtatn the reduction factor for one detector position.

Separate calculations for each vai element (see smlple calculations
in Appendix B) ae somusidat repetitious if only an overall reduction
factor is desired. Mm., in routine analysis of structures one would
rather choose procedures taken directly frce examples given in reference

COWARIC OF EN A1D CALCUIATED ItULMS

the exper1ental exposure reduction factors are shown graphically
in Fig. 4. We see that differences between the top and middle stories
are small. On the other band the 2 in, of lead upon -hich each
structure sat produced somehat greater reduction throughout the first
story, especially for the thinner walled structures.

2ie ixst interesting comparisons of experimental and calculated
reduction factors are those representing extreme differences. 1hese
extreaes consist of compartments designated as A and I, i.e.., the top
corner camparx ts and the bottom central-core compatments (see Fig. 3
or insert of Fig. Is). Further c paisons are included for oopartnedts
Z, those at the center of each side of the structure, and F, the
compartment at the center of the structur. Calculations In each case
were made for aLl wall thicknesses used.

Calculations for oompartments designated as B, C, D, G., and H were
not aade as each differed only slightly from that either on the story
above or the story below.

Thble 3 compares calculated and etal reduction factors.
2he calculated values are alwas hlgher as indicated by the ratios of
calculated to experimental always being greater than unity. @ese

10



Table 3

COMPARISON OF CKAL AND ZPPPM
RM,,.TotN FACOS•os, DIDo AN DI

Coprmnt 1 1i8 I12" 3. .i .. __/

Calculated 0.304 0.273 0.229 0.184 0.139 0.086
A Experimental .252 .204i .161 .110 .093 .045A
Calculated 1.
Experimental 1.21 1.34 1.4 1.67 1.48 1.9o

Calculated 0.246 0.213 0.168 o.124 0.o91 0.050
E Experimental .216 .162 .124 .076 .062 .027

Calculated
Cacued a 1.14 1.31 1.36 1.64 1.47 1.84

Calculated 0.219 0.174 0.123 0.071 0.039 0.0144
F Uperimental .183 .122 .080 .038 .029 .0081

Calculated 1.21 1.49 1.56 1.86 1.4o 1

Calculated 0.198 0.169 0.117 0.068 0.04O O.014
Rxperizental .14o0 .106 .063 .034 .026 .0075
Calculated 1.42 i.6o 1.86 2.02 1.55 1.90

n l.35• 1.68 1.74 2.01oJ 1.5 .90
F 1 -6- -51 -.

aEposure t1 95.5 74.5 1-7 74.5 167.6 74.5
Period

(D + hours) t 9.2 91.9 165.6 119.2 261.9 165.62

11
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ratios are shown graphiecall in Fig. 5 along with the ages of the
fission products during the periods of expo.'re.

I%* differences btween calculations and experiment would be
somewA t lese if actual mass thicknesses vere used instead of effective
mass thicknesses. In the calculations all steel thicknesses were
converbed to effetwive mass thicknesses by mAltiplving by 0.931 to
adjust them to the same electron density present in concrete, a
procedure given in refe2Ine 7. In practice £t may be preferable not
to use this correction. v,I For a non-central compartment of the
thinest%-w&,ed structure, c&lculations based upon actual mas thick-
nesses would yield redction factors about 3 percent smaller (greater
protection) than those given in Table 4. For the other extreme, the
oentermost compartaent of the thickest-valled structure, the calculated
reduction factor vould become about 20 percent smaller. Such differ-
owes are significant and indicate that a revised set of corrections
msy be needed for converting the shielding effectiveness of various
materIali to that of concrete.

But the differences are still unexplained. For a given detector
position the ratio of the calculated to experimental protetion factors
should have been unity for all structures provided that the PM-100-1
methods were accurate, the use of effective barrier thicknesses were
valid and if only the 1.12-hour fission-product gama-ray spectrum were
encountered. If the ratio varies systematically with wall thickness,
one would first suspect the PM-lO0-1 barrier factors to be incorrect.
(Vie geometrical conditions being fixed imposes a slower variation of
geometry factor than barrier factor.) But a different spectrum also
will produce a ratio that varies systematically with wall thickness.
2e question of whether or not the PM-100-1 u-thods are adequate
depends upon whether or not ve can ascribe the entire variation shown
in Fig. 6 to differences in spectrum.

The variation of protection factor in an underground shelter as a
function of age of the fission products is shown in Fig. 3-3 of
reference 2. Similar curves are presented in reference 12. Specifi-
cally at E + 100 hours and for a barrier thickness of 100 psf
(equivalent to about 2.7 in. of steel) these curves indicate that the
ratio of the reduction factor at 1.12 hours to that at 100 hours to be
about 1.4. Experimental time integrated reduction factors from H +
74.5 to 165.5 hours for compartments I and P having nominal (single)
wall thickness of 1-1/2 in. are grossly comparable; however, we find
about 80 percent enhancement of protection. This excess not identifi-
able with spectral changes suggests that the PM-100-1 methods applied
to these structures may underestimate protection by as much as 50 percent
for total barrier thicknnsses up to 120 pef. Perhaps nearly half of

12



Table 4

CALOMMATED VAIAY, OF D/D - CW6AWBOMJ~T A

wall N l Wall ThickneB (in.)
Gft 1/4 3/8 1/2 3/4 1 1-1/2

a 0.0021 0.0014 0.0008 0003 0.0002 0.0001

b .0026 .0018 -M012 .0007 .0004 .0001

c .047 .053 .053 .050 .043 .031

4 .0097 .0092 .0079 .0059 .0039 .0018

e .0072 .0053 .0034 .oo06 .0007 .0002

f .344 .0282 .2o6 .0127 .oo74 .oo3o

9 .175 .155 .130 .106 .079 .o48

h .0027 .0017 .0009 .0004 .0002 .0000

i .023o .0171 .o012 .oo63 .0037 .ool4

0 .o001o .0002 .0001 .0000 .0000 .00o0

Sum 0.30o4 0.273 O.M29 o.184 o.139 0.086

13
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this discep result from the use of •efectiv barrier thicknesses
as indicated above. Wt this crude comparisson t H + 100 hours in for
greatly different sheltering conditions; consequently, ve can only
speculate that a real discrepancy exists.

Two other aspects of Fig. 6 should be noted. If spectral effects
dentate the discrepancy between calculated and experimental values.
then the discrepancy becomes greater and greater for Increasing wall
thickness. Mhe trend of the curves bews this out. For wall thickness
up to 3/4 in. couprtmaents A and 7, representing single vall thicknesses
between the detector and the outside, give discrepancies comparable to
those for c€mparbaents P and I at W the wall thickness (time two
for equivalent total thickness). For nominal wall thicknesses of 1 and
1-1/2 in. I and P no longer show greater discrepancies than A. This
puzzling observation throws doubt upon any attempt to remove spectral
effects quantitatively from the comparisons of calculations and
experiment.

An important aspect of Fig. 5 is the trough occurring at 1-in.
wall thickness. This results from the penetrating ability and abundance
of 1.6 moV gum rays from L.140 during this exposure period.

Compare the intensity spectra shown in Fig. 1. She 1.12-hour
spectrum is somewhat harder than that at 9 days; therefore it is quite
possible that the trough of Fig. 5 would be deeper if the exposure had
been to the 112-hour spectrum. If correct, this argument would assign
most of aro discrepancy to spectral differences. For the 1-in. thick-
ness, perhaps about 15 percent of the discrepancy might be assigned to
the use of effective barrier factors.

2he foregoing discussion :6s inconclusive. Unless suitable barrier
and geometry attenuation curves are generated for the spectra existing
during the exposure periods and additional calculations are mls, we
cannot claim on the basis of these experiments that the PM-100-1 methods
either do or do not predict protection factors accurately in a real
fallout field.

Some insight into the relative importance of the various portions
of the structure in providing shielding will be considered next,
starting with the detector in compartment Type A. Figure 6 a gives the
exposure contribution in percent from radLation passing through each
group of similar wall elements, for each wall thickness. 7he contri-
butions through structural elements not labeled are assemed to be zero.
The contributions through elements designated h and j are small enough
to indicate that this assumption introduces no-serious error. Ihe
percentages given represent the total contribution through symmetrical

14



wall elements and are listed in order of increasing wall thickness.

If we add contributions from elements c and g (to give the portion
of the rom bounded by a single outside wall) their total becomes:

Wall Thickness Reltive Dose Contzibution(i. ) ..... percent,) ,

1/4 73
3/8 76
1/2 803/ 85
1 88

1-1/2 92

It is clear that most of the refinements of the P2-100-i methods for
treating floors, ceilings, and inside partitions are overwhelmed.
Hence, even if it were concluded that these experiments confirmed thepredictions made using PM4-100-1, special configurations in whih the
radiation must arrive by circuitous routes remain essentially untestedhere. Subsequent exermntation that attemps to test the PA-100-1
methods should be designed careful3y so that as few factors as possible
are involved.

Figure 6b shows reduction factors as functions of vall thickness
for the various wall elements. Mnplicitly each curve assumes all other
elements are totally opaque. The sum of these curves gives the solid
curve at the top. 2he experimental results are included as points.
lrtrqolati= of the experimental and "structure" curves to 0.59 at zero
wall thickness reflects the presence of ground roughness and the height
of the detector.

2he calculated value of D/D0 for each wall element is given in
Table 4.

Figures 7a and 7b, 8 a and 8b, and 9a and 9b shov smila results as
given above but for detector positions S F, and I respectively. Tables
5, 6, and 7 give calculated values of A/DO.

We saw earlier that radiation through the thinner portions of the
structure largely dominated the reduction factor achieved at detector
position A. Will this also be true for detector position F, the center

15



able 5

-ALO•UAMM VAIME OF D/D - O(PAR2 T E
0

Wall Voin&3 Wa3. 2fickness (in.)

X~amnt -- -. I3/8 3/ 1/a2 3/4a 1 1-1/2

, 0.0o0 o.O008 o.o.12 0.0005 0.0002 0.0001

b .oo04 .o0o9 .ooo6 .ooo3 ,ooo0 .oooo

a .o001 .001.1 .0009 .0005 .0003 .0001

d .oo91 .0081 .0060 .oo34 .0019 .ooo6

e .0052 .0052 .004 oo31 .oo22 .ooo9

f.&0097 .0096 .oo77 .0059 .0041 .0018

g.o0255 .0260 062 .o0250 .0225 .0154

h .0185 .0113 .0090 .0043 .0oo1 .ooo6

i .o326 .o282 .o198 .o125 .oo76 .oo3o

J .0344 .o029 .0208 .0128 .0078 .0030

k .0882 .0773 .0649 .0526 .o"o8 .o2o

1 .0075 .o"8 .0028 .0013 .0o05 .oooi

S .o00•0 .o0025 .oI .0007 .0o03 .0001

n .0057 .0038 .0026 .0014 .0008 .0003

S0.246 0.213 o.i6B o.124 0.091 0.050

16



Tble 6

CALCUL&TD VAL= OF D/D - OWATKOT F

Walcainal Wall Thickness (in.)

Elemt 1/I4 3/8 1/2 3/4 1 1-1/2

a 0.0057 0.0040 0.0027 0.0013 0.0006 0.0001

b .oo6i .0037 .0023 .ooo8 .0003 .0001

c .024 .O226 .0160 .0090 .0051 .oo16

d .212 .oio0 .0176 .o129 .0090 .0040

0 .0781 .0596 .0372 .0180 .0087 .0023

f .0630 .o585 .o414 .259 .o159 .oo62

9.o1o6 .0062 .0036 .ool4 .0005 .ooo0

h .o0o8 .0065 .o(*1i .00Ig9 .009 .000o

S o.219 I o.174 0.123 .00711 0.0391 0.014

17
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Table 7

CAL0UIAV TL OLF D/P - QGARMT I
0

WIN NOmInall ckn• eu (in.)

n 1/4 3/8 1/2 31/ 1 1-1/2

a 0.0053 0.0039 o.oo26 o.oo13 o.0o06 o.ooo0

b .oo36 .0036 .0021 .0008 .0003 .0001

a .0244 .o026 .o158 .0o90 .o00q9 .oo15

d.o22 .o20m .o75 .0129 .0086 .0040

* .0781 .0573 .0368 .o8o .0084 .0022

f .0630 .0560 .o41o .0259 .0152 .0062

0.197 0.162 o.16 0.0679 0.0377 o.o141
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of the middle story, here alternate pathways travere compaable
thiaknessest The perent exposure contributions through vells of the
second story wre given in Table 8.

'When the wals are thin, radiation through vails of the corner
compartments contribute nearly half the total exposure even though it
must pass through two interior Vals. '&en the Vaile hame a thickness
of 20 paf (1/2 in. of steel) or more, radiation through the side-
compartment walls contribute more tban half the total exposure.
Rladiation through the seond-story walls but from below the detector
plane produced about 60 percent of the total exposure for all vall
thicknesses used. 2hese culculations suggest that rule-of-thmib
procedures might be developed which could predict reduction factors for
simple structures fairly well. The presence of windovs might even
simplify the procedure in some cases.

The fifth column of Table 8 shows that no other stories contribute
materially to the total exposure. Multiplying the results for the
second story by 1.1 would give a good prediction for the structure over
the range of wall thicknesses used.

The above discussion Is based upon the validity of PM-100-1
calculations, but the general conclusions may be correct even if
deficiencies do shov up in the calculations. The comparison of cal-u-
lated and experimental results further suggest a deficiency Vhich will
be discussed next.

The calculations for compartments P and I were identical except
that in the case of I we assumed that the lead shields upon which the
structures sat prevented any radiation from reaching the detector after
passing through the floor of the ftrst story. * If we compare the ratios
of calculated to experimental reduction factors as given in Table 3 we
find the ratios for compartment I to be consistently greater than for ?.
The differences in ratios are even greater than shown since those for I
will tend to be low at greater wall thicknesses where 2 in. of lead
no longer is thick relative to 2 or 3 in. of steel.

*Strictly speaking, the calculations are not identical since there is a
height difference. Mhis difference was 10 In. at an effective height
of 28 ft and can be read into the PM-100-1 charts only if much care is
taken. That this height difference can be neglected is borne out by
the small differences observed between the second and third stories of
Fig. 5, part of which is attributable to skyahine radiation.

19
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Table 8

4 zXOsOMz fAMMII3UTIOS To BEUROTOE POSIMON P TROXR
SEQONTJ SIM WALLS

(PH-100-1 fta1u1ations)

wAdiation RWAdation 1bta1 FRadition
Iftl1. Swouga Side Mwaugbt Corner Hodiation from gnvuolb Be ond.

2aicness 9~ret Cospartments b3lovw Natetor Story Walls
(ini.) (d +r) +oie (+ r) (c+ d+ e +f)

______ M% (%) M% M%

1/j& 38 4 48

3/8 6 89

1./2 47 i43 63 90

3/4 5 3-8 62 92

163. 31& 60 91

1-1l/2 71 27 59 97
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Since no differences in the ratios should exist between P and I if
the calculational method is 5&tLs5ry, ue conclude that the PM-iOc-i
method of treating radiation coming through the walls and ceiling of the
story below underestimates the exposure considerably. Floor barrier
factors are obtained by using the barrier factor curve for contaminated
roofs, a scheme which makes a floor much more efficient in attenuating
radiation than a wall or inside partition. The angular distribution of
radiation at the bottom surface of a floor is different from that for
interior walls in that a greater portion of the radiation will be at or
near grazing incidence; conseqwmtly, the use of a barrier factor curve
that gives greater attenuation would seem to be justified. Since experi-
ment shows less attenuation than do the calculations, let us consider
the conditions which -give the least attenuation by the floor. This wil
occur if the floor thickness in added to the exterior Vall thickness and
a wall barrier factor for the combined thickness is obtained from
reference 2 (chart 1, case 2). Interior walls were treated as before.
Thus, the total barrier attenuation for a floor, an exterior and two
interior walls in a structure at height H would be

Bv[(Xe + X,),# R] B.(XJC. 1,3) (x,)

instead of

When the reduction factors for F are calculated in this manner and
ccmpared with experimental results, the ratios agree better with those
obtained at detector position I. 7ese ratios are shown as F' at the
bott^u of Table 3.

Mhe above procedure is not intended as a substitution for the
present PM-1O0-1 procedre. It rather indicates that a drastic m&i.
fication is needed if floor penetration is to be handled satisfactorily.
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cONCLUIORS ANDim MKWAI

1. Evidence is presented which attribute most of the differences
between calculated and experimental reduction factors to differe-ices in
the g•ma-ray spectra. Other evidence suggests that the PM-100-1
oaloulational methods mav be partly at fault.

2. 2he experiaental data were generally accurate and provide
valuable information for testing calculations * Conceivably curves
could be generated for the gaia-raar spectra that were encountered
during the experiments and a more valid test of the P14-100-1 methods
could be made.

3. Refinments of the PM-100-1 procedures are masked by the
eoderant mount of the dose that results from radiation coming

tthe thinnest paths. In the design of further experiments mh
care should be taken to isolate each factor to be tested. In those
cases where this is not possible to do experimentally, reliamce should
be made upon Monte Carlo calculations.

J1. 7he barrier factors =ed for floors appear to give too much
attenuation. Additional, thought and perhaps experimets should be
given to Improving the treatment of floors, especially when they are
thin.

22



APPEDIX A

PM-l00-1 Methods

We consider the reduction factor as applied to the structures of
this report.

IR= Az(O) G(X.,w, Hy B)ff(X, V)
elements

Vhere B is a barrier factor which is read from charts provided in
reference 2. Particularly, it 'will be BSAXE), E(Xo), or Bo(Xf) for a
vall, a ceiling, or a floor respectively. Ihe X's represent effective
mass thicknesses in concrete equivalent lbs/frt2 and H represents the
effective height of the detector d + p, where d is the physical height
and v is the air-equivalent overlayser thickneas which corrects for
ground roughness. The symbolTIindicates multiplication together of
the appropriate barrier factors, one for the exterior structure element
and one for each additional barrier interposed between that element and
the detector.

Te factors A(O() G(X, Ro, ,) account for geometrical effects of the
structure upon the probability that radiation Vili reach the detector.
Because of the many shapes that structures mys take, this geometry
dependence is cmplicated. The PM-100-1 wethods transform the structure
into an equivalent cylinder appropriate to the structural element being
evaluated; accordt1gly, a cylindrical coordinate system is used. 2he
factor Az accounts for the azinuthal extent of the element, and the
factor G accounts for its polar extent (by man of the solid angle
parmaeter w. which is related to the polar angle 0 throu&h the relation
W = -com).

The X dependence of G accounts for the different angular distri-
butions of the scattered and unscattered radiation. Te dependence of
G upon the eccentricity factor E accounts for the effect of strunture
shape, specifically the ratio of width to length, upon the likelihood
that wall-scattered radiation will strike the detector.
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0 dependexce upon radiation arrirlng at the detector frcu above
the deteat,*r plans combines both radiation stattered frtm the celling
a" from the atmosphere (skyshine). It also includes a vanl-scattered
component iihich Is considered in all respects identical to a wall-
scattered component -wriving frow below the detector plane. 0 dependence
upon radiation frcm below the detector plane alto includes the unscatter-
ed radiation from tha fallot field. These various geometrical routes
are mutually exclutiv* and consequently are additive. The wall-scattered
radiation, both from above and below the detector p2ane, must be
corrected by the eccentricity factor I before it can be added to the
other geouetry components.

Mbe factor 0 is applied only to exterior wall elements. The
asmption is that the angul&r distribution of radiation that has
penetrated the outside valls is unaltered by internal barriers.
Interior vals, ceilings, and floors merely define the azimuthal and
polar limits of the wall elements. The use of B and %' instead of Sw
as barrier factors for floors and ceilings does introduce geometrical
effects into their attenuating efficioncy, but the factor G remains
unchanged. the barrier factor N• for an interior wall is consideed to
be the ume as that of an exterior va,11 at a height of 3 ft. This
tacitly a•s&s that the angular distribution of the incident radiation
upon one is equivalent in a practical sense to that upon the other
regardless of the orientation of the interior (vertical) wall.
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APPEN B

jample Calculations

Three sample calculations, Tables 3-1, B-2, and B-3m3 are for
greatly dissimlar w1l elements. iohe r cc tions are

(1) to indicate the magnitWes of the arguments and functions as applied
to particular shielding elements, and (2) to present typical but specific
calculations for the structures we used.

On each calculation sheet are plan, elevation, and side views of
the structure Vhich identify the detector position and the vall elements
being treated. 7heequation at the top of each sheet includes only those
factors which enter into the particular calculation. For detailed
procedures, the nomenclature, and the charts of the functions the
reader should use reference 2.

In each case the reduction factor is the exposure (relative to I•)
resulting from radiation passing through all structur4l elements vhich
are symetrically located with respect to the detector. All other
elements are considered totally opaque. Calculation of the exposure
from radiation through all parts of the structure is accomplished by
swuuing ovar all structural elementas.

The circled numbers refer to chart nunbers in reference 2.

Table B-4 gives the effective barrier thicknesses used for the
calculations. As mentioned in the text, these values have been adjusted
to have the same elec ron density as concrete per Ib -t-2. .BfeVfe2 mes
10 and 31 suggest that for iron actual values of mss thickness mW give
better estimates of attenuation than these adjusted values.
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CA~03A IOP CF RLATMV ZWOMIR (D/D)~*A

EBZBC= PCOflTIN A 1XW PADXA2TW0 2W

A4[G.(w) - ~~8,,(x*) 2(s) + LG4 (,).dwIB]1Cx}

A Bv~(Xep 1) Av(X., 39 Bv(Xt1, 3'

AA 0UE 0.2 0.

ILI

raw oK)020 02 0.34? 0.43 0. at.6

I- swCxo) 0.80 0.74 0.66 0.57 0.49 0.39

Asd [I-sw] *4'fy Y,17 * ? .349 -.06 *213

a0xo 29') *4i .3f .32. .2%V -IS

S~(X4. .48-"$ 7 * 2.s'4 3
B(K, .3

a W(Xo, .19) Les(kMi uS .312. .13*5 .OP 03S .O0?'/

7Ato a 0.067.2 .odIF3~ .4.o3.o
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2*20 D-2

um CR POBICUM It ZM RDAUZT IM

BV(XgrgB) 9,(X4',3') 3 (Xf)

PLAN SIDE__ __ _ __ _ _

LIMIT LIMIT Az.~~~

e -- i

ad(DWA ~q

6"d ban

NOMINAL WALL THICKNESS (Iftct)
OESIGNATOR CHAN

SW (Xe) (D 0.20 0.26 0.34 0.43 0.51 0.61

AGs ESw 010 .)y0. 05 f.0.f 0.077 0.09i

I WX)0.80 0.74 0.66 0.57 0.49 0.31

sw~~ ~ Me .5 O1 0.41 -toe *.3.) 0." 0.17

Sw(XZ, 31 0.6 t.1 063 -64 .9 0

aSW(XI,14s. -84.1 0. 0ra 60.f53 0.iV .00. *.@

A2 0 a..f 0.9035 0.001 0.0697 at,0*3 0,0001
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Table B-4&

EYMMIE BARRIM 2HICKWME

Measured and
Adjusted Walli h1±cknesses (pof)

149.2 8.8

3/8 12.9 3,3.6

1/2 19.2 18.JI

3427.8 28.i4

1 37.5 38.5

1-1/256.556.7
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Fig. 1 Geamm-ray relative intensities from fission products
at 1.12 hours, 3 days and 9 days. The horizontal bars indicate
the width of each energy interval. The vertical bars represent
the total intensity within the energy interval and are at the
energies that were assumed for the calculation of intensity.
Values of S(E) for the 1.12 hour spectrum were taken from Table 4
of reference 5.
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i Fig. 2 Charging-reasing circuit for ionization chambers.
This system extended the exposure range of BD-11.
ionization chambers by a factor of four.
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NROL- 296-66

Fig. 3 Compartment designations. Exploded view of structure
shows individual comnpartments. For each compartment the walls
that made up the outside surface when the structure was
assembled were twice as thick as the inside walls. Thus,
when assembled together., the total wall thicknesses exterior
and interior were uniformly thick.
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Fig. 5 Comparisons of calculated and experimienta].
reduction factors. The exposure period for eaech
structure ia shown diectly above the plotted
points for that structure. D is the exposure rate
within a compartment. DO is the free-field dose
rate at 3 ft above a smooth plane.
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SEQUENCE OF
WALL THICKNESS

"t/Z" 0.5 %',,2. O's 0.4% "~3/40.4 0.8%/" 0.2 % 07%
0.1 % b's 0.5%

___0.1___O% 0.*4%
0.3%

" , I 19.4%/
• -.. L-•j~l~ ¢ 23.2 %C, 27.2 %

d _ 31.0%

L36.2% :.2 %d C C d's 3.4 %
3.5%

3.2 %

TOP ...i,.:ij .. ::•:.: v: ::::0.9%V,
STORY !

STORY

S.•--: ..:: ::•:'""',•::L," LI ,20.5% , 11.0. %

lted fote sI struct..re i orde o .f i-r/owl

353

56.9%g' 56.9 %

157.o %
S.... '• h's {0.6 % L .]%

" " •0.4 %
h 4.9%

3.4 %
MIDDLE h i2.7 %
STORY 1 .6 %

BOTTOM 0.0o%
STORY 0.0 %

Fig. 6a Percent exfPosure contribution or symmetrical wall
elements to detector position A, Th•e contributions are
listed for the six structures in order of increasing wall
thickness. These were calculated using PM-IO0-1 methods.
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Fig. 6b ftlculated exposure contributions thirough vali
eleamnta to 4* bector position A. lAttere for esAch curve
are identified in Fig. 6a.
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SEQUE14CE OF
WALL THICKNESS1.%

'/4" 0.8%
0,0.7%

0.4% 0.6 %1
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-- T' 38. %.
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NUOL-m-44

102

WALL ELEMENTS(inhes

Fig. 7b Calculated exposure contributions through wall
elements, to detector position R. Letters for each curve axa
identified in Fig. 6a.
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SEQUENCE OF
WALL THICKNE.SS
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